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our inaugural collection 
Whether you wear, frame, hang, tie this bandana scarf - each piece of original art 
was created to send good vibes out into the world. Inspired by the connectivity 
and charm of receiving a piece of snail mail,        each scarf bandana is packaged 

ready to send joy, confidence, hope and love out into the world.

our collective of artists
The world connected us with each of our artists in a beautiful way; from  

serendipitous meetings at networking events to discovering the cutest darn juice 
glasses at this little store called Anthropologie (you may have heard of it?!?).  

We literally pinched ourselves (and then poured ourselves a glass of prosecco) 
each time one of these talented women said yes. You’ll love their unique style 

(dare you to pick a favorite!), their beautiful stories, and their words of  
wisdom for aspiring creatives, entrepreneurs, and dreamers. 

As our moms always taught us, you are the company you keep and we  
feel so lucky and thankful to start Created By with women  

full of talent, sunshine and kindness.

Just wait folks, we’re just getting started.

A platform that lets creatives do 
what they do best: create.  

 
By shining a light on emerging  

artists and brands, 

 our goal is simple...  

to make this world a more  
interesting place to live. 

a collective of artists
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Each scarf bandana is packaged ready to  
send joy, confidence, hope and love  

out into the world.

Includes 101 Ways  
to Wear + Use  Your  

Scarf Bandana

Full artwork printed on the front  
(hang somewhere special)

Add a sweet 
note to the back

Gift Tag

Packaging Insert

Sending happy vibes

To:

From:

Sending happy vibes

To:

From:

Sending happy vibes

To:

From:
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Signed by the Artist

Each piece 
 features the

artist’s signature
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Drawing from the beauty of everyday  
objects, Molly is known for creating modern 
day heirlooms that are treasured for years 
to come. The daughter of a painter and an 
organic dairy farmer, Molly’s entrepreneur 
spirit began at an early age. With a formal 
education in ceramics and drawing, her  
signature blend of 18th century aesthetics 
with modern whimsy is authentically Molly.

Home
   Florence, MA
   (by way of WI, VT,  
    BOS and CO)

@mollyhatch

Well Versed | CB007 Love Bird | CB008

“ ”
Make room in your life to 
say YES to projects and  
activities that resonate 
and excite.” -MOLLY HATCH
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Flower Patch | CB009

Afternoon Tea | CB011

Bright Future | CB010
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Fall About Dogs | CB012

Tasslin’ | CB014

Happy Fall | CB013

Fa La La Llama | CB015
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“ ”
There’s something about 
art that brings out my 
happiest, brightest self.
-EVELYN HENSON

Brushed with a love for all things creative, 
Evelyn Henson discovered her love for 
painting after two friends kindly gave her 
an old box of craft paints they didn’t want. 
She hasn’t been able to put the paint 
brush down ever since. Led by the mantra  
painting is a celebration of life,     Evelyn 
seeks to create art that colorfully fills the
world with sunshine.

Home
   Charlotte, NC
   (by way of  
    Greenville, SC  
    & Columbus, GA)

@evelyn_henson

Holiday Lights | CB016
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“
”After years spent as an Art Director,  

Laura took the leap and turned her  
passion for illustration into a business  
of her very own. She has been happily 
working in her studio (and sometimes on 
airplanes, trains, and gondolas) ever since; 
documenting the beauty     found in  
architecture, history, nature and people.

Follow your intuition.  
If you love what you’re  
doing, you’re on the  
right path. -LAURA MARR

Home
   Richmond, VA  
   (by way of NC, ATX,  
    DC, and Scotland) 

@flourishrva 
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Endangered Royals | CB005

Floral Party| CB006
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Wildlife Wonderland | CB001

Flamingo Party | CB002
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“
”From crowned flamingos to curious woodland animals, you’ll love 

Michelle Vinson’s modern take on classic toile. Art has always 
been Michelle’s passion, from childhood sketches to a degree 
in Visual Communication Design that led to a career in art and 
design. Michelle’s patterns are inspired by nature and exploring. 
With a goal of making people smile, she adds wit, whimsy and 
often a reminder of her childhood     to her designs.

Allow your mind to 
wander. My best ideas 
come from moments of 
forced unplugging.
-MICHELLE VINSON 

Home
   Shohola, PA 
   (by way of CA, VA
    OH, FL, and NJ)  @brushandinc

Honeycomb Dream | CB003 Hygge Village | CB004



Meet our Big Sister

kevastyle.com

shopcreatedby.com @shopcreatedby 
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